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Abstract: Optimization of logistics processes and activities in the function of supply-chain sustainabil-
ity is a great challenge for logistics companies. It is necessary to rationalize processes in accordance
with the strict requirements of the market, while respecting aspects of sustainability, which is not
an easy task. Multicriteria decision making can be a tool that contributes to the optimization of
logistics processes in terms of making the right decisions and evaluating different strategies in differ-
ent logistics subsystems. In this paper, we considered the warehousing system as one of the most
important logistics subsystems in a company. Conditions and the possibility of implementing barcode
technology in order to optimize warehousing processes were evaluated. We formed a strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) matrix consisting of a total of 27 elements. In order to
determine the weights of all factors at the first level of decision making and its indicators at the second
level of the decision making hierarchy, an original model was developed. This model involved the
creation of a novel grey full-consistency method (FUCOM-G) and integration with a SWOT analysis.
Since it was a matter of group decision making, we developed a novel grey Hamy aggregator that, by
adequately treating uncertainties and ambiguities, contributed to making more precise decisions. The
original grey FUCOM-SWOT model based on the grey Hamy aggregator represents a contribution
to the entire field of decision making and optimization of logistics processes. Based on the applied
model, the obtained results showed that Weaknesses, as part of the SWOT matrix, are currently the
most dominant indicators, and that the implementation of barcode technology in a warehousing
system is justified.

Keywords: logistics; FUCOM-G algorithm; SWOT; warehouse; barcode technology

1. Introduction

A logistics network, according to Stević et al. [1], implies the connection of adequate
infrastructure, logistics centers, material goods, and processes, and is an irreplaceable factor
in the success of a global supply chain. A warehousing system in an entire logistics network
is a very important element. According to Pupavac [2], a warehousing system is like a
human heart in a body, which collects raw and other materials, finished products, and/or
goods from different sources, and distributes them to different destinations where there is
a demand for them. Accordingly, it can be stated that the “delivery service” starts in the
warehouse. According to the literature, when warehouse productivity decreases, negative
effects are felt within the entire logistics network.

As one of the subsystems in which it is possible to perform rationalization, the ware-
house, which is a special subsystem of logistics along with transport, represents the greatest
source of logistics costs. Therefore, potential points for savings in these subsystems are
constantly being sought. In relation to their former static function, today’s warehouses
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represent a dynamic system in which the movement of goods is dominant; so, in this paper,
special emphasis is given to the optimization of processes in the warehousing system.

On the other hand, modern information technologies play a very important role in
achieving set strategic goals by speeding up and facilitating the conduct of all logistics
processes and activities. An important factor in optimizing warehousing processes is good
organization, and an important aspect of the optimization and acceleration of warehousing
processes is the introduction of barcode technology in warehouses. The application of
barcode technology has revolutionized the logistics approach to production and distri-
bution. Without the application of barcode technology, many complex jobs would be
practically difficult to accomplish. Business advantages provided by barcode technologies
are numerous, and some of them include: shortening the time to complete tasks related to
receiving/dispatching activities, eliminating the possibility of human errors when working
in the warehouse, contributing to accurate information transfer, and shortening the time
of replenishment.

This paper presents a novel grey FUCOM-SWOT model based on the application of
grey numbers (GNs). The G-FUCOM-SWOT model enables the use of uncertainties from
a data set. Unlike fuzzy theory, which is most frequently used to show uncertainties in
logistics processes [3], this model uses uncertainties contained in data to define ambiguities.

In addition to the general advantages of the G-FUCOM-SWOT model, the GN-based
approach has the following advantages over existing models:

(1) Instead of various additional/external parameters, the model uses only the uncer-
tainties contained in data;

(2) The G-FUCOM-SWOT approach enables the exploitation of uncertainties and
subjectivity in a real environment in a group decision-making process without first defining
the limits of uncertainty;

(3) By applying the G-FUCOM model to determine the weighting coefficients of
criteria, real values are obtained in accordance with the uncertainties present in data;

(4) The GN-based approach provides a more objective approach to group decision
making without subjective predefined limits of uncertainty.

This study had several goals. The first goal was to define a novel multi-criteria
approach that was a useful tool for adequate treatment of subjectivity and uncertainties
in group and individual decision making. The second goal was to develop an original
decision-making support model that was a response to the need for academic research
models to evaluate logistics processes to respond to a greater extent to practical and realistic
environmental conditions. The third goal was to popularize the idea of grey numbers (GNs)
through their application in decision making in real business and economic systems. Finally,
the fourth goal was to enrich the methodology for evaluating processes and strategies to
optimize logistics systems through a new approach in treating uncertainties.

In addition to introductory considerations, the structure of this paper includes six
other sections. Section 2 presents an analysis of the literature that considered the application
of multicriteria models in the optimization of logistics processes. Section 3 provides the
theoretical settings of GNs and arithmetic operations that use GNs. Section 4 presents
the original grey Hamy mathematical aggregator, while Section 5 presents the FUCOM-G
algorithm. In Section 6, testing of the presented grey FUCOM-SWOT model at the Natron-
Hayat Company is outlined. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions and guidelines for
future research. The symbols used in this paper, their notations, and their respective values
are provided in Appendix A.

2. Literature Review

In order to assess and improve processes in logistics companies, it is necessary to
know and analyze the internal and expert factors that affect the company’s performance [4].
The simplest method for the analysis of an environment is the SWOT analysis. The basic
idea of a SWOT analysis, according to Rauch [5], is to identify the internal strengths and
weaknesses, as well as the external threats and opportunities, of a company.
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In general, considering internal strengths and weaknesses and external threats and
opportunities has always been one of the most stressful tasks for any organization [6,7].
In this regard, although many organizations around the world today use a number of
indicators to determine how successful they are, very few organizations use the most
appropriate factors to assess their own performances. Kurttila et al. [8] developed a hybrid
method by utilizing the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) in a SWOT analysis to eliminate
the weaknesses in the measurement and evaluation steps of the SWOT analysis. AHP
enables decision makers to assign a relative priority to each factor through a pairwise
comparison [9–15]. Using such models, elements of the SWOT analysis can be quantified,
and therefore can lead to a more realistic and effective decision than standalone SWOT or
AHP [16,17]. This method has been used in various fields of study [18–20].

In addition to these studies, a limited number of studies have used AHP in combina-
tion with a SWOT analysis to consider further strategies for the development of logistics
companies. Thus, Pamučar et al. [21] used the SWOT-FAHP approach to define a strategy
for the development of integrated transport at a construction company. Safa Azaat and
Matloub [22] used the SWOT-AHP model to analyze strategies for implementing barcode
technology to improve supply chains at medical companies, while Alharthi et al. [23]
applied the same model in the pharmaceutical industry. Nathnail et al. [24] used the ana-
lytic hierarchy process (AHP) to assess the significance of each criterion in measuring the
performance of two terminals. Stoilova and Kunchev [25] used the DEMATEL method to
analyze the importance of and the relationship between the criteria for assessing intermodal
transport. A number of other models have been used to assess and compare key elements
of logistics processes [26–30].

In addition to the presented models of multicriteria decision making (MCDM) in the
analysis of the processes of logistics companies, other methods of strategic management
were used in combination with MCDM [31]; e.g., the benchmarking technique, which is
very useful for assessing the impact of various factors, such as services, safety, environ-
mental, cost, and profit indicators [32–34]. Thus, Jeon et al. [35] considered the application
of a weighted-sum model (WSM) in selecting sustainable transport plans based on a
sustainability index. In their paper, Bueno Cadena and Vassallo Magro [36] presented a
new methodology for assigning weighting coefficients to sustainability criteria in trans-
port projects.

There have been a number of studies that considered the application of uncertainty
theories in multicriteria models to improve processes at logistics companies [37–42].

In complex real-life scenarios, there may be a need to model a hierarchical structure,
as well as a need to prioritize various factors. This is a challenging and still insufficiently
considered issue in the field of transport [43]. Thus, logistics companies need to explore
the relationships between their different capabilities [44]. Therefore, managers of logistics
companies should attempt to answer several questions, such as how to determine the
internal and external factors that influence a company’s logistics processes, and how to
build a hierarchical relationship to identify impacts between those factors [45]. In such
cases, MCDM methods in combination with strategic management models offer practical
solutions. However, designing an MCDM framework for evaluating internal/external
factors is a complex process with many uncertainties, and is still being worked out in order
to improve the area considered in this paper [46].

Accordingly, in order to face the aforementioned challenges, it was necessary to
develop a model to identify the internal strengths and weaknesses and the external threats
and opportunities of logistics companies and determine their relationships. It was from
this need that the aim of this study arose, which was to provide a comprehensive decision-
making model that identified the key internal/external factors of the company and assessed
the relationships between these factors from the perspective of logistics managers using
MCDM models. To achieve this goal, the main research question of this study was: How
do we form a decision-making model that implements key internal/external factors of the
company and allows the prioritizing these factors while taking into account their inter-
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relationships? To solve this problem, this study proposed a SWOT-FUCOM-G model by
analyzing the dependence between factors and providing a suggestion for their priorities.
The implementation of a grey approach in MCDM models, which are applied in the field
of logistics, has received very limited attention. In the observed literature, no studies
considered the integration of a grey approach in the SWOT-FUCOM hybrid model, not
only in the field of logistics companies, but also in the MCDM literature in general. The
grey SWOT-FUCOM model is a new comprehensive model for strategic decision making
that allows the management of logistics companies to identify key internal/external factors,
even in conditions in which there are inaccuracies and uncertainties in the data.

3. Preliminaries

IGNs represent the elements and the special case of grey numbers. They are of great
importance in the evaluation of information data. In this section, the preliminaries of
grey sets and numbers are introduced first, and then the operations and aggregating
operators follow.

3.1. Grey Set Theory

Grey theory [47] represents one of the latest mathematical theories based on the
concept of the grey set. This method is used to effectively solve uncertainty problems with
discrete data and incomplete information. Some basic definitions of the grey system, grey
set, and grey number are given below.

3.2. Grey Number and Its Extension

A grey number is defined as an uncertain number within a certain interval or a general
set. The interval grey number is labeled with ⊗Υ∈[aΥ, bΥ], (aΥ ≤ bΥ) representation, and
has upper and lower boundaries, such as a number of grey numbers. One of the important
concepts used in transferring the grey number to a real number is the whitening weight
function, which is a quantitative method used to describe the interval grey number ⊗Υ in
comparison to different values of the preference degree in the range of [aΥ, bΥ]. The set Υ,
as a number set, can be the aggregation of a set of continuous intervals, a set of discrete
values, or a mixture of both continuous intervals and discrete values. In particular, if the
value set is represented by just one continuous set with upper and lower boundaries, the
corresponding grey number is defined as an interval grey number.

Definition 1 ([48]). A grey number, denoted as ⊗Υ, is defined as a number with an unknown
exact value, but the range within which the value lies is known. The interval grey number is a grey
number with known upper, Υ, and the lower, Υ, limits, but the unknown distribution information
for Υ is defined as:

⊗ Υ ∈
[
Υ, Υ

]
=
[
Υ′ ∈ Υ|Υ ≤ Υ ≤ Υ

]
Definition 2 ([48]). The length of the grey number is the distance between the bounds of an interval
grey number; i.e., l(⊗Υ) = Υ− Υ. When the length of an interval grey number increases and the
upper and lower limit tend toward infinity, Υ→ ∞ and Υ→ ∞ , then the interval grey number
tends toward the so-called black number. In contrast to this, when the length decreases, then the
interval grey number tends to become a white number. Finally, when the upper and the lower limits
are equal, Υ = Υ, such an interval grey number becomes a white (crisp) number.

Definition 3 ([49]). The whitened value of an interval grey number (Υλ) is a crisp number with
possible values lying between the upper and the lower limits of the interval grey number, ⊗Υ. For
the given interval grey number, ⊗Υ ∈

[
Υ, Υ

]
, the corresponding whitened value, Υλ, is determined

as Υλ = (1− λ)Υ+ λΥ, where λ refers to the whitening coefficient and is in the interval λ ∈ [0, 1].
For the special case, when λ = 0.5, the whitened value becomes the mean of the interval grey number,
Υ0.5 = (Υ + Υ)/2.
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Example 1. Assume that ⊗Υ ∈ [3, 5] is the given interval grey number and λ = 0.5, then the
whitened value, Υλ, can be evaluated as Υ0.5 = (3 + 5)/2 = 8.

4. Grey Hamy Mean Operators and Their Operations

In order to develop an adequate algorithm for reasoning and uncertainty processing,
numerous authors have used uncertainty theories [50–56]. One of the adequate theories for
processing uncertainty is the grey theory; therefore, in the next part, we present the Hamy
operator in a grey environment.

Definition 4 ([57]). Assume that xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) represents a set of non-negative real numbers
and a parameterk = 1, 2, . . . , n, then HM is defined as:

HM(k)(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =

∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤n

(
k

∏
j=1

xij

)1/k

(
n
k

) (1)

where (i1, i2, . . . , ik) includes all k-tuple combinations of (1, 2, . . . , n) and
(

n
k

)
represents a

binomial coefficient calculated as: (
n
k

)
=

n!
k!(n− k)!

(2)

The following section presents the specifics of HM operators with grey numbers.

Definition 5. Assume that ⊗Υ1 = [Υ1, Υ1] and ⊗Υ2 = [Υ2, Υ2] are two GNs, then the GNHM
operator is defined as follows:

GNHM(k){⊗Υ1,⊗Υ2, . . . ,⊗Υn} =
∑

1≤i1<...<ik≤n

(
k

∏
j=1
⊗Υij

)1/k

(
n
k

) (3)

where (i1, i2, . . . , ik) includes all k-tuple combinations of (1, 2, . . . , n),
(

n
k

)
represents a binomial

coefficient, and
(

n
k

)
= n!

k!(n−k)! .

Theorem 1. Let ⊗Υi = [Υi, Υi]; (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) represent a set of GNs in R. The aggregated
values of rough numbers from a set R can be determined using Equation (3) and then the follow-
ing equation:

GNHM(k){⊗Υ1,⊗Υ2, . . . ,⊗Υn} =
[
ΥGNHM, ΥGNHM

]
=

 ∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤n

(
k

∏
j=1

Υij

)1/k

(
n
k

) ,
∑

1≤i1<...<ik≤n

(
k

∏
j=1

Υij

)1/k

(
n
k

)
 (4)

A proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Appendix B.

5. Grey Full-Consistency Method (FUCOM-G)

The FUCOM algorithm enables an objective calculation of the criterion weights due to
the small number of criterion comparisons and the application of complete mathematical
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transitivity [57]. The algorithm of the traditional FUCOM methodology is presented in
Figure 1.
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The proposed modification of FUCOM in the grey environment (G-FUCOM) allowed
the processing of expert preferences despite doubts and lack of information when assess-
ing the significance of the criteria. In the next section, the algorithm of the G-FUCOM
methodology is presented, and is graphically shown in Figure 2.
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Step 1. Under the assumption that there are m experts in the observed research and
n criteria from the predefined set of evaluation criteria C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cn}, every expert
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ranks the criteria by their significance. Ranks of criteria are presented by experts in the
descending order C(e)

j(1) > C(e)
j(2) > . . . > C(e)

j(k) (k presents the rank of the observed criterion,
1 ≤ e ≤ m).

Step 2. Perform mutual comparisons of the ranked criteria. The comparison is per-
formed in relation to the first-ranked (the most important) criterion. That way, the im-
portance of the criteria for each expert and for all the criteria ranked in Step 1 are ob-
tained. The importance of the criteria is expressed by experts in grey numbers, ⊗$e

Cj(k)
=[

$e
Cj(k)

,$e
Cj(k)

]
, 1 ≤ e ≤ m. When defining the importance of a criterion, if an expert cannot

precisely determine the value of the importance of the criterion, then the expert e defines
the upper ($e

Cj(k)
) and lower limit ($e

Cj(k)
) of the importance interval. The length of the grey

number interval, l
(
⊗$e

Cj(k)

)
= $

e
Cj(k)
−$e

Cj(k)
, expresses the amount of uncertainty that

prevails when assessing the importance of the criteria. As the interval l
(
⊗$e

Cj(k)

)
increases,

the uncertainty in the estimate increases. If there is no uncertainty, then $e
Cj(k)

= $
e
Cj(k)

; i.e.,

the grey number becomes a white (crisp) number. Thus, for each criterion, we gain the
following importance:

⊗$1
C1(k)

,⊗$2
C1(k)

, . . . ,⊗$e
C1(k)

, . . . ,⊗$m
C1(k)

;

⊗$1
C2(k)

,⊗$2
C2(k)

, . . . ,⊗$e
C2(k)

, . . . ,⊗$m
C2(k)

;

. . .
⊗$1

Cn(k)
,⊗$2

Cn(k)
, . . . ,⊗$e

Cn(k)
, . . . ,⊗$m

Cn(k)
.

(5)

Based on the obtained importance of criteria by applying Equation (6), the grey
comparative equation (⊗ϕ(e)

k/(k+1), k = 1, 2, . . . , n, where k represents the rank of criteria,
1 ≤ e ≤ m) of the evaluation criteria, is determined:

⊗ϕ
(e)
k/(k+1) =

⊗$(e)
Cj(k+1)

⊗$(e)
Cj(k)

(6)

The obtained vectors of comparative importance of the evaluation criteria are calcu-
lated by using Equation (7):

Φ(e) =
(
⊗ϕ(e)

1/2,⊗ϕ(e)
2/3, . . . ,⊗ϕ(e)

k/(k+1)

)
(7)

where ⊗ϕ(e)
k/(k+1) represents the importance (advantage) of the criterion ranked as Cj(k)

compared to the criterion ranked as Cj(k+1). The vectors of comparative importance of
the evaluation criteria are defined for every expert separately (Φ(1),Φ(2), . . . ,Φ(e), . . . ,
Φ(m−1), Φ(m)).

Step 3. Determine the grey vectors of comparative importance (CI) for the experts.
Based on the CI vectors of the experts’ answers, Φ(e) =

(
⊗ϕ(e)

1/2,⊗ϕ(e)
2/3, . . . ,⊗ϕ(e)

k/(k+1)

)
,

we form vectors of the aggregated sequences of experts, Φ(e)∗:

Φ(e)∗ =
(

Φ(1), Φ(2), . . . , Φ(e), . . . , Φ(m−1), Φ(m)
)

=

 ⊗ϕ(1)
1/2,⊗ϕ(2)

1/2, . . . ,⊗ϕ(m)
1/2;⊗ϕ(1)

2/3,⊗ϕ(2)
2/3, . . . ,

⊗ϕ(m)
2/3; , . . . , ⊗ϕ(1)

k/(k+1),⊗ϕ
(2)
k/(k+1), . . . ,⊗ϕ(e)

k/(k+1)

 (8)

where ⊗ϕ(e)
k/(k+1) =

{
⊗ϕ(1)

k/(k+1),⊗ϕ
(2)
k/(k+1), . . . ,⊗ϕ(m)

k/(k+1)

}
represents grey sequences.

For a sequence ⊗ϕ(e)
k/(k+1), we obtain CI vectors Φ(1),Φ(2), . . . ,Φ(e), . . . , Φ(m−1),Φ(m) for
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each expert. By applying Equation (9), we obtain the average grey sequence of the CI
vectors. We thus obtain the averaged grey CI vector of average responses, Φ:

Φ =
(
⊗_
ϕ1/2,⊗_

ϕ2/3, . . . ,⊗_
ϕk/(k+1)

)
(9)

Step 4. Calculation of the final values of grey weight coefficients of the evaluation
criteria (⊗w1,⊗w2, . . . ,⊗wn)

T . The final values of weight coefficients should meet two
conditions:

(1) The relation of weight coefficients should be the same as the CI between the
observed criteria (⊗ϕk/(k+1)), which is defined in Step 3, and meets the condition:

⊗wk
⊗w(k+1)

= ⊗ϕk/(k+1) (10)

(2) In addition to the mentioned condition, the final values of weight coefficients
should meet the condition that ⊗ϕk/(k+1) ⊗ϕ(k+1)/(k+2) = ⊗ϕk/(k+2):

⊗wk
⊗w(k+2)

= ⊗ϕk/(k+1) ⊗ϕ(k+1)/(k+2) (11)

The nonlinear model for determining weight coefficients can be defined as follows:

minχ
s.t.∣∣∣⊗wk/⊗w(k+1) −⊗ϕk/(k+1))

∣∣∣ ≤ χ, ∀j;∣∣∣⊗wk/⊗w(k+2) −⊗ϕk/(k+1) ⊗ϕ(k+1)/(k+2))
∣∣∣ ≤ χ, ∀j;

∑n
j=1 wj ≤ 1;

∑n
j=1 wj ≥ 1;

wj ≤ wj, ∀j;
wj, wj ≥ 0, ∀j.

(12)

where ⊗wj =
[
wj, wj

]
is the grey weight coefficient of a criterion.

By solving the model in (12), the final values of the evaluation criteria, ⊗wj =

(⊗w1,⊗w2, . . . ,⊗wn)
T , and the deviation from full consistency, (DFC) χ, are obtained.

6. Multicriteria Optimization of Logistics Processes: Grey SWOT-FUCOM Model

The implementation of the grey SWOT-FUCOM model was carried out in two phases.
In the first phase, the analysis of the current situation was performed, and the advantages of
the future system (barcode system) were investigated by applying the SWOT analysis, which
allowed us to gain insight into the advantages/disadvantages of the existing way of organizing
the process in the company’s warehousing system, as well as a new way of organizing the
process by applying barcode technology. In the second phase, the evaluation and ranking
of the SWOT matrix elements were performed using the grey FUCOM model and the grey
Hamy operator.

The grey SWOT-FUCOM model was tested in the technical material warehouse and
receiving warehouse of the Natron-Hayat Company in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
technical material warehouse is part of Natron-Hayat, and represents an important logistics
element for the company. Therefore, the optimization of logistics processes in the warehouse
was crucial to accelerating the process of removing goods from the warehouse. One way to
optimize the process was to introduce barcode technology into the warehouse.
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6.1. SWOT Analysis

A SWOT analysis is an efficient tool for understanding and making decisions in a
variety of situations in the work of a company or organization. The following section
presents the criteria for the SWOT analysis of the observed technical material warehouse
at Natron-Hayat.

Strength refers to an inner quality; i.e., the capabilities of a company. Strengths should
be sought in areas in which a particular company stands out from its competitors and in
which it succeeds. These can include: quality and competitiveness, reputation, market share,
customers, professional and motivated personnel, good organization and management,
technical equipment, valuable and useful assets, profitability, liquidity, creditworthiness,
and/or geographical location. In this part of the SWOT analysis, the strengths of the
company in the receiving warehouse and technical material warehouse were determined,
and are shown in Figure 3.
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Weaknesses also relate to internal characteristics; i.e., the capabilities of a company.
Weaknesses can all be listed according to the strengths, as they refer to a lack of certain
strengths, such as a bad image, unprofessional and unmotivated personnel, a lack of
necessary assets and money (weak balance sheet), or a lack of creditors. During work,
certain weaknesses in a system can be identified that could be eliminated by introducing a
barcode system. Weaknesses in the functioning of the warehouses are presented in Figure 3.

Opportunities are immanent in any business. They originate from the environment
in which the company operates or intends to operate. However, this analysis included
only those opportunities that the company, with its current strengths and weaknesses, can,
or could in some circumstances, realize. In order for an opportunity to be realized, the
engagement of the company is necessary, along with the necessary strengths. The opportu-
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nities provided in the technical material warehouse by introducing barcode technology are
presented in Figure 3.

Unlike opportunities, a company’s threats usually cannot be influenced, so a company
needs to be prepared for them in time. Threats can be numerous, but they all relate to
declining revenues, rising costs, and falling profits, and jeopardize the company’s survival.
Threats that can occur when implementing a barcode system are presented in Figure 3.

6.2. FUCOM-G: Evaluation of SWOT Factors

This section presents the application of the FUCOM-G approach to determine the weights
of the SWOT factors. Three experts who evaluated the SWOT factors participated in the
research. The experts were employed in the company’s warehousing system in managerial
positions, and they were familiar with the issues being studied. The evaluation of the SWOT
factors was carried out using a nine-point grey scale: equal importance = [1.0,1.5]; pretty low
importance = [1.5,2.5]; low importance = [2.5,3.5], slightly low importance = [3.5,4.5], essential
importance = [4.5,5.5], slightly strong importance = [5.5,6.5], very strong importance = [6.5,7.5],
exceedingly high importance = [7.5,8.5], and absolute importance = [8.5,9.5]. Since we performed
a hierarchical division of the SWOT factors into two levels in the SWOT analysis, the FUCOM-G
model was applied separately to each of the levels. Thus, for the first level, the S, W, O, and
T factors were evaluated; i.e., one FUCOM-G model was formed. For the second level, the
FUCOM-G model was applied to each of the groups of S, W, O, and T subfactors. So, for
the second level, a total of four FUCOM-G models were defined. The procedure for defining
the FUCOM-G model for both levels of the SWOT analysis is explained further elsewhere in
this paper.

6.2.1. Level I of the SWOT Matrix: Defining the Weights of the Main Dimensions

Step 1. Ranking criteria. In the first step, the experts performed the ranking of criteria
according to the following: E1: W > S > O > T; E2: W > S = O > T; and E3:
W > S = O > T.

Step 2. Determining the importance of SWOT factors. In the second step, the experts
performed a pairwise comparison of the previously ranked factors (Step 1). The compar-
isons were made in relation to the first-ranked factor, and on the basis of a nine-point grey
scale. The importance of the SWOT factors were determined for each expert individually,
and are presented below:

$
(e)
Cj(k)

=

 [1.0, 1.0](1)W ; [0.5, 1.5](1)S ; [1.5, 2.5](1)O ; [2.5, 3.5](1)T
[1.0, 1.0](1)W ; [1.5, 2.5](1)S ; [1.5, 2.5](1)O ; [2.5, 3.5](1)T
[1.0, 1.0](1)W ; [1.5, 2.5](1)S ; [1.5, 2.5](1)O ; [3.5, 4.5](1)T

; 1 ≤ e ≤ 3

Based on the obtained importance of criteria by applying Equation (6), the grey
comparative importance, ⊗ϕ(e)

k/(k+1), of the evaluation criteria and vectors of comparative

importance, Φ(e), were determined. Based on the obtained significance of the factors, the
comparative significance of the criteria for the first expert was calculated as:

⊗ϕ(1)
W/S =

[
0.5
1.0 , 1.5

1.0

]
= [0.5, 1.5]; ⊗ϕ(1)

S/O =
[

1.5
1.5 , 2.5

0.5

]
= [1.0, 5.0];

⊗ϕ(1)
O/T =

[ 2.5
2.5 , 3.5

1.5
]
= [1.0, 2.33]

In the same way, the vectors of the comparative importance of the SWOT factors for
other experts were obtained as: ⊗ϕ(2)

W/S = [1.5, 2.5]; ⊗ϕ(2)
S/O = [0.6, 1.0]; ⊗ϕ(2)

O/T = [1.0, 1.4];

⊗ϕ(3)
W/S = [1.5, 2.5]; ⊗ϕ(3)

S/O = [0.6, 1.0]; and ⊗ϕ(2)
O/T = [1.4, 1.8].
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Thus, we obtained the vectors of comparative importance of the SWOT factors:

Φ(e) =


[0.5, 1.5](1)W/S; [1.0, 1.67](1)S/O; [1.0, 1.4](1)O/T ;

[1.5, 2.5](2)W/S; [0.6, 1.0](2)S/O; [1.0, 1.4](2)O/T ;

[1.5, 2.5](3)W/S; [0.6, 1.0](3)S/O; [1.4, 1.8](3)O/T .

; 1 ≤ e ≤ 3

Step 3. Determine the average grey vectors of comparative importance (CI) for the
experts. In order to obtain the aggregated interval grey CI vectors of the experts’ answers,
Φ(e)∗, we used a grey-number HM operator. Thus, based on Φ(e) (Step 2) and Equation (4),
we obtained an element,⊗ϕW/S, in the aggregated interval grey CI (Φ(e)∗) vector as follows.

Based on the presented values of Φ(e) and assuming that k = 2, at the position⊗_
ϕW/S,

the following value is aggregated:

1(
n
k

) =
k!(n− k)!

n!
=

2!(3− 2)!
3!

=
1
3

(13)

ϕ
−W/S

=

∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤7

(
2

∏
j=1

(
ϕ
− ij

))1/2

(
3
2

) =
(0.5× 1.5)1/2 + (0.5× 1.5)1/2 + (1.5× 1.5)1/2

3
= 1.077 (14)

ϕW/S =

∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤7

(
2

∏
j=1

(
ϕij

))1/2

(
3
2

) =
(1.5× 2.5)1/2 + (1.5× 2.5)1/2 + (2.5× 2.5)1/2

3
= 2.124 (15)

Thus, we obtained the aggregate value GHM
{
⊗ϕ(1)

W/S,⊗ϕ(2)
W/S,⊗ϕ(3)

W/S

}
= ⊗_

ϕW/S =

[1.077, 2.124]. In the same way, the aggregation of other elements of the aggregated interval
grey CI (Φ(e)∗) vectors was performed:

Φ(e)∗ = ([1.08, 2.12]; [0.72, 1.19]; [1.12, 1.52])

Step 4. The final grey values of the weighting coefficients (⊗w1,⊗w2, . . . ,⊗wn)
T must

satisfy two conditions:
(1) The final grey values of the weighting coefficients should satisfy condition (10);

i.e., that:
⊗wW/⊗ wS = [1.08, 2.12], ⊗wS/⊗ wO = [0.72, 1.19] and
⊗wO/⊗ wT = [1.12, 1.52].

(2) In addition to condition (10), the final value of the weighting coefficients should
satisfy condition (11):

⊗wW/⊗ wO = [0.917, 2.40] and ⊗ wS/⊗ wT = [0.81, 1.64].

By applying Equation (12), a model for determining the optimal values of grey weight-
ing coefficients was defined:
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minχ
s.t.

∣∣∣wW
wS
− 1.08

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
∣∣∣ wS

wO
− 0.72

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
∣∣∣wO

wT
− 1.12

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
∣∣∣wW

wO
− 0.917

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
∣∣∣ wS

wT
− 0.081

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;∣∣∣wW
wS
− 2.12

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
∣∣∣ wS

wO
− 1.19

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
∣∣∣wO

wT
− 1.52

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
∣∣∣wW

wO
− 2.4

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
∣∣∣ wS

wT
− 1.64

∣∣∣ ≤ χ;
wS; wW ; wO; wT ≤ 1; wS; wW ; wO; wT ≥ 1;
wS ≤ wS, wW ≤ wW ; wO ≤ wO; wT ≤ wT ;
wS, wW , wO, wT ≥ 0;
wS, wW , wO, wT ≥ 0;

By solving this model, we obtained the final values of the grey weighting coefficients:
⊗wW = [0.311, 0.576],⊗wO = [0.256, 0.292],⊗wS = [0.254, 0.266],and⊗wT = [0.179, 0.264];
and a deviation from complete consistency χ = 0.0151.

Based on the obtained values for the weighting coefficients, we concluded that the most
important element of the main dimensions of the SWOT analysis was the weaknesses. The
reason for this was that the weaknesses were the basic problem in the work at the technical
material warehouse, and needed to be improved by introducing barcode technology.

6.2.2. Level II of the SWOT Matrix: Defining the Weights of S, W, O, and T Factors

Step 1. Ranking criteria. The experts performed the ranking of criteria according to the
following:

(a) Strength factors: E1: S3>S2>S1=S4>S5=S6>S7; E2: S3>S2=S1>S4>S5>S6>S7; and
E3: S3>S2>S1>S4=S5>S6>S7;

(b) Weakness factors: E1: C3=C4>C5>C2=C1>C6=C8>C7>C9, E2: C3>C4>C5>C2=C1
>C6>C8=C7=C9 and E3: C3=C4=C5>C2=C1>C6=C8>C7>C9;

(c) Opportunity factors: E1: C4=C3>C2>C1>C5=C7>C6, E2: C4>C3>C2>C1>C5=C7>C6
and E3: C4=C3>C2=C1>C5>C7=C6;

(d) Threat factors: E1: C4>C1>C3>C2, E2: C4>C1>C3>C2 and E3: C4>C1>C3>C2.
Step 2. Determine the importance of S, W, O, and T factors. In the second step,

the experts performed a pairwise comparison of previously ranked factors (Step 1). The
importance of the S, W, O, and T factors were determined for each expert individually, and
are presented below:

Strenghts :

$
(e)
Cj(k)

=

 [1.0, 1.0](1)S ; [1.5, 2.5](1)S ; [2.5, 3.5](1)S ; [2.5, 3.5](1)S ; [3.5, 4.5](1)S ; [3.5, 4.5](1)S ; [4.5, 5.5](1)S ;
[1.0, 1.0](2)S ; [1.5, 2.5](2)S ; [1.5, 2.5](2)S ; [2.5, 3.5](2)S ; [3.5, 4.5](2)S ; [3.5, 4.5](2)S ; [4.5, 5.5](2)S ;
[1.0, 1.0](3)S ; [1.5, 2.5](3)S ; [1.5, 2.5](3)S ; [2.5, 3.5](3)S ; [2.5, 3.5](3)S ; [3.5, 4.5](3)S ; [4.5, 5.5](3)S .



Weaknesses :

$
(e)
Cj(k)

=

 [1.0, 1.0](1)W ; [1.0, 1.0](1)W ; [1.0, 1.5](1)W ; [1.5, 2.5](1)W ; [1.5, 2.5](1)W ; [2.5, 3.5](1)W ; [2.5, 3.5](1)W ; [3.5, 4.5](1)W ; [4.5, 5.5](1)W ;
[1.0, 1.0](2)W ; [1.0, 1.5](2)W ; [1.5, 2.5](2)W ; [2.5, 3.5](2)W ; [2.5, 3.5](2)W ; [3.5, 4.5](2)W ; [4.5, 5.5](2)W ; [4.5, 5.5](2)W ; [4.5, 5.5](2)W ;
[1.0, 1.0](3)W ; [1.0, 1.0](3)W ; [1.0, 1.5](3)W ; [1.5, 2.5](3)W ; [1.5, 2.5](3)W ; [2.5, 3.5](3)W ; [2.5, 3.5](3)W ; [3.5, 4.5](3)W ; [4.5, 5.5](3)W .


Opportunities :

$
(e)
Cj(k)

=

 [1.0, 1.0](1)O ; [1.0, 1.0](1)O ; [1.0, 1.5](1)O ; [1.5, 2.5](1)O ; [2.5, 3.5](1)O ; [2.5, 3.5](1)O ; [3.5, 4.5](1)O ;
[1.0, 1.0](2)O ; [1.0, 1.5](2)O ; [1.5, 2.5](2)O ; [2.5, 3.5](2)O ; [2.5, 3.5](2)O ; [3.5, 4.5](2)O ; [5.5, 6.5](2)O ;
[1.0, 1.0](3)O ; [1.0, 1.0](3)O ; [1.5, 2.5](3)O ; [1.5, 2.5](3)O ; [2.5, 3.5](3)O ; [3.5, 4.5](3)O ; [3.5, 4.5](3)O .


Threats :

$
(e)
Cj(k)

=

 [1.0, 1.0](1)T ; [1.5, 2.5](1)T ; [2.5, 3.5](1)T ; [3.5, 4.5](1)T ;
[1.0, 1.0](2)T ; [1.5, 2.5](2)T ; [1.5, 2.5](2)T ; [2.5, 3.5](2)T ;
[1.0, 1.0](3)T ; [1.5, 2.5](3)T ; [1.5, 2.5](3)T ; [2.5, 3.5](3)T .
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Based on the obtained importance of criteria by applying Equation (6), we determined
the grey comparative importance, ⊗ϕ(e)

k/(k+1), of the S, W, O, and T factors; and the vectors

of comparative importance: Φ(e)
S , Φ(e)

W , Φ(e)
O , and Φ(e)

T :

Φ(e)
S =


[1.5, 2.5](1)S3/S2; [1, 2.3](1)S2/S1; [0.7, 1.4](1)S1/S4; [1.0, 1.8](1)S4/S5; [0.78, 1.29](1)S5/S6; [1.0, 1.57](1)S6/S7;

[1.5, 2.5](1)S3/S2; [0.6, 1.67](1)S2/S1; [1.0, 2.3](1)S1/S4; [1.0, 1.8](1)S4/S5; [0.78, 1.29](1)S5/S6; [1.0, 1.57](1)S6/S7;

[1.5, 2.5](1)S3/S2; [0.6, 1.67](1)S2/S1; [1.0, 2.3](1)S1/S4; [0.71, 1.4](1)S4/S5; [1.0, 1.8](1)S5/S6; [1.0, 1.57](1)S6/S7.



Φ(e)
W =


[1.0, 1.0](1)W3/W4; [1.0, 1.5](1)W4/W5; [1.0, 2.5](1)W5/W2; [0.6, 1.7](1)W2/W1; . . . ; [1.0, 1.8](1)W8/W7; [1.0, 1.57](1)W7/W9;

[1.0, 1.5](2)W3/W4; [1.0, 2.5](2)W4/W5; [1.0, 2.3](2)W5/W2; [0.7, 1.4](2)W2/W1; . . . ; [0.8, 1.2](2)W8/W7; [0.8, 1.2](2)W7/W9;

[1.0, 1.0](3)W3/W4; [1.0, 1.5](3)W4/W5; [1.0, 2.5](3)W5/W2; [0.6, 1.7](3)W2/W1; . . . ; [1.0, 1.8](3)W8/W7; [1.0, 1.6](3)W7/W9;



Φ(e)
O =


[1.0, 1.0](1)O4/O3; [1.0, 1.5](1)O3/O2; [1.0, 2.5](1)O2/O1; [1.0, 2.3](1)O1/O5; [0.7, 1.4](1)O5/O7; [1.0, 1.8](1)O7/O6;

[1.0, 1.5](2)O4/O3; [1.0, 2.5](2)O3/O2; [1.0, 2.3](2)O2/O1; [0.7, 1.4](2)O1/O5; [1.0, 1.8](2)O5/O7; [1.2, 1.8](2)O7/O6;

[1.0, 1.0](3)O4/O3; [1.5, 2.5](3)O3/O2; [0.6, 1.7](3)O2/O1; [1.0, 2.3](3)O1/O5; [1.0, 1.8](3)O5/O7; [0.8, 1.3](3)O7/O6;



Φ(e)
T =


[1.5, 2.5](1)T4/T3; [1.0, 2.3](1)T3/ST2; [1.0, 1.8](1)T2/T1;

[1.5, 2.5](2)T4/T3; [0.6, 1.7](2)T3/ST2; [1.0, 2.3](2)T2/T1;

[1.5, 2.5](3)T4/T3; [0.6, 1.7](3)T3/ST2; [1.0, 2.3](3)T2/T1.


Step 3. Determine the average grey vectors of comparative importance (CI) for the

experts. For obtaining the aggregated interval grey CI vectors of the experts’ answers—
Φ(e)∗

S , Φ(e)∗
W , Φ(e)∗

O , and Φ(e)∗
T —we used a grey-number HM operator. Thus, we obtained

the aggregate values of the CI vectors:

Φ(e)∗
S =

(
[1.15, 1.39]S3/S2; [1.32, 2.44]S2/S1; [1.19, 2.08]S1/S4;
[1.89, 2.84]S4/S5; [2, 2.83]S5/S6; [2.41, 3.27]S6/S7

)
;

Φ(e)∗
W =

(
[1.0, 1.0]W3/W4; [1.0, 1.32]W4/W5; [1.15, 2.12]W5/W2; [1.37, 2.47]W2/W1;
[1.58, 2.74]W1/W6; [1.96, 2.9]W6/W8; [2.35, 3.35]W8/W7; [2.65, 3.52]W7/W9

)
;

Φ(e)∗
O =

(
[1.0, 1.0]O4/O3; [1.0, 1.32]O3/O4; [1.32, 2.5]O2/O1;
[1.58, 2.74]O1/O5; [1.72, 2.64]O5/O7; [2.41, 3.4]O7/O6

)
;

Φ(e)∗
T =

(
[1.5, 2.5]T4/T3; [0.72, 1.87]T3/T2; [1.0, 2.14]T2/T1

)
.

Step 4. The final grey values of the weighting coefficients ⊗wSj = (⊗wS1,⊗wS2, . . .,
⊗wSn)

T, ⊗wWj = (⊗wW1,⊗wW2, . . . ,⊗wWn)
T, and ⊗wOj = (⊗wO1,⊗wO2, . . . ,⊗wOn)

T

should satisfy conditions (10) and (11), which were an integral part of the model (12).
By solving the presented models, the optimal values of the grey weighting coefficients

were obtained, and are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Optimal values of weighting coefficients of S, W, O, and T factors.

SWOT
Factors Weights SWOT

Factors Weights SWOT
Factors Weights

S1 [0.160,0.225] W3 [0.204,0.435] O3 [0.155,0.376]
S2 [0.154,0.352] W4 [0.204,0.784] O4 [0.285,0.691]
S3 [0.312,0.853] W5 [0.109,0.359] O5 [0.116,0.135]
S4 [0.139,0.187] W6 [0.073,0.114] O6 [0.067,0.073]
S5 [0.095,0.095] W7 [0.045,0.079] O7 [0.106,0.106]
S6 [0.085,0.124] W8 [0.067,0.079] T1 [0.060,0.069]
S7 [0.055,0.069] W9 [0.038,0.055] T2 [0.062,0.125]
W1 [0.073,0.178] O1 [0.086,0.258] T3 [0.042,0.236]
W2 [0.109,0.286] O2 [0.185,0.428] T4 [0.061,0.579]

Grey weighting coefficients of both hierarchical levels of the SWOT-FUCOM model,
including global and local rank factors, are shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.

Table 2. Global and local weight values of SWOT factors.

Factor wj Subfactor Local
Weights

Global
Weights

Local
Rank

Global
Rank

Strengths [0.254,0.266]

S1 [0.16,0.225] [0.041,0.060] 3 12
S2 [0.154,0.352] [0.039,0.094] 2 10
S3 [0.312,0.853] [0.079,0.227] 1 1
S4 [0.139,0.187] [0.035,0.050] 4 15
S5 [0.095,0.095] [0.024,0.025] 6 22
S6 [0.085,0.124] [0.022,0.033] 5 21
S7 [0.055,0.069] [0.014,0.018] 7 26

Weaknesses [0.311,0.576]

W1 [0.073,0.178] [0.023,0.103] 5 11
W2 [0.109,0.286] [0.034,0.165] 4 6
W3 [0.204,0.435] [0.064,0.251] 2 2
W4 [0.204,0.784] [0.064,0.452] 1 3
W5 [0.109,0.359] [0.034,0.207] 3 5
W6 [0.073,0.114] [0.023,0.065] 6 14
W7 [0.045,0.079] [0.014,0.046] 8 19
W8 [0.067,0.079] [0.021,0.046] 7 18
W9 [0.038,0.055] [0.012,0.032] 9 24

Opportunities [0.256,0.292]

O1 [0.086,0.258] [0.022,0.075] 4 13
O2 [0.185,0.428] [0.047,0.125] 3 7
O3 [0.155,0.376] [0.040,0.110] 2 9
O4 [0.285,0.691] [0.073,0.202] 1 4
O5 [0.116,0.135] [0.030,0.039] 5 17
O6 [0.067,0.073] [0.017,0.021] 7 25
O7 [0.106,0.106] [0.027,0.031] 6 20

Threats [0.179,0.264]

T1 [0.06,0.069] [0.011,0.018] 4 27
T2 [0.062,0.125] [0.011,0.033] 3 23
T3 [0.042,0.236] [0.007,0.062] 2 16
T4 [0.061,0.579] [0.011,0.153] 1 8
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Based on the results shown in Table 2, for the local rank, we concluded that the most
important element of the strength (S) dimension was good work organization within the
work unit. In the S dimension, seven elements were identified, the third of which was
the most important, and implied good work organization within the work unit. This
was the result of the company’s investment in human resources to provide support for
its employees’ education and training. In addition, the company had a large number of
young personnel who were willing and able to work in teams and be further trained. The
relationships between warehouse workers and users and the labeling of all items were
less-important elements of this dimension. The least important elements were the working
conditions in the warehouse and the connection to the main road.

In order to confirm the obtained results, a comparison with the crisp FUCOM method-
ology was performed. The results in Figure 4 show that there were minor discrepancies
between the results of the G-FUCOM and the crisp FUCOM methodologies.

However, such deviations were expected, as the G-FUCOM algorithm handled interval
values that contained certainties and uncertainties in the information, while the crisp
FUCOM algorithm ignored such information. After comparing the presented results
(Figure 5a–d), we concluded that by applying both methodologies, the same priority
of factors within the considered cluster was maintained (S, W, O, and T). Based on the
presented results, we concluded that the results of the G-FUCOM algorithm were confirmed,
and that the defined significance of the factors was credible.

The most important elements of the weakness (W) dimension were: the problem
with the method of justifying the material taken, and the excessive time periods between
taking the material and justifying it. The final values of W3 and W4 were approximate:
W3 = [0.064,0.251] and W4 = [0.064,0.452]. The problem with the method of justifying the
material taken occurred due to the diversity of the assortment in the warehouse and the
similarities of the names of the items, and, due to that, errors occurred. These mistakes were
made by the users who took the material from the warehouse, and subsequently justified it
through the system. This was especially visible in cases of a longer period of time between
taking the material and justifying it, as it happened that the user did not immediately justify
the material. The reason for this was the excessive volume of work in both production
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and maintenance of the plant, so users offered their justifications subsequent to taking
the material.
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The most important elements of the weakness (W) dimension were: the problem with 
the method of justifying the material taken, and the excessive time periods between taking 
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In addition to strengths and weaknesses, the most important elements of the op-
portunity (O) dimension were: the elimination of errors when typing requisitions and a
faster way of justifying the use of goods by users. The final values for O4 and O3 were:
O4 = [0.073,0.202] and O3 = [0.040,0.110]. For the O4 element, the introduction of the bar-
code system eliminated the occurrence of errors when typing purchase orders, since the
warehouse worker immediately provided the purchase order when issuing materials. On
the other hand, the barcode system was incomparably faster, as it worked on the principle
of automatic reading of the code and automatic creation of the purchase order by the
warehouse worker for the material issued.

After the calculation, it was concluded that the most important element of the threat
(T) dimension was the provision of funds. The final value for T4 = [0.011,0.153]. In the
introduction of this technology, it was necessary to allocate certain financial resources that
were needed for the purchase of equipment, education of warehouse workers, printing
barcodes, installing additional software, etc.

At the level of global rank, the most important element was the good work orga-
nization within the work unit. Within the global rank, the final value for this element
was S3 = [0.079,0.227]. Good organization was closely related to the strength of the work
unit, and was present at the time. The performance of this organization could be further
improved by introducing barcode technology. Realistic indicators of the functioning of the
company’s current warehousing system were obtained through research and application of
an integrated model that included the FUCOM-G method of multicriteria decision making
and a SWOT analysis. When applying the methods of MCDM, it is possible to select
adequate strategies, rationalize certain logistics and other processes, and make adequate
decisions that have an impact on the performance of companies or their subsystems.
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7. Conclusions

The proposed model presented in the paper was an integration of the grey FUCOM
and SWOT methods, in which the SWOT analysis was used to identify the S, W, O, and T
factors of a logistics company, and grey FUCOM was used to calculate the weight values
of the SWOT matrix factors. The model was verified through a case study of the logistics
company Natron-Hayat in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The SWOT-FUCOM-G model was
implemented through an analysis of the implementation of barcode technology in the
Natron-Hayat warehousing system. In order to obtain the most realistic indicators, we
formed a SWOT matrix with a total of 27 elements that were evaluated. The conducted
research had dual contributions that were reflected in both scientific and practical aspects.

One of the greatest contributions of this paper was enriching the methodology of
multicriteria decision making by introducing a new model that involved the integration
of a SWOT matrix and the FUCOM method in a grey environment. Additionally, as a
special contribution, it was necessary to include a novel grey Hammy aggregator (GHA),
which provided objective aggregation of expert decisions. The implementation of the GHA
enabled better recognition of inaccuracies and subjectivity that occurred during group
decision making. The development of these models contributed to the improvement of the
MCDM literature. The proposed models allowed the evaluation of elements despite the
inaccuracies and lack of quantitative information in a decision-making process. The third
contribution of the paper was the improvement of the methodology for evaluating logistics
processes, since the application of this or a similar approach in the field of logistics had not
been considered previously.

If the contributions are observed from a practical aspect, we can emphasize that
the evaluation of the conditions for the application of barcode technology in this part
of the company provided an adequate basis for increasing the efficiency of its logistics
operations. Increasing its efficiency also enabled an increase in the efficiency of the entire
supply chain, in which a large number of users participate when considering the volume of
company’s operations.

After conducting the SWOT analysis presented in this paper, a number of shortcomings
that occurred in the current work at the company were pointed out. By introducing barcode
technology at the company, the flow of materials to end users increased. This sped up the
implementation of customer service.

As the barcode is one of the most common technologies for marking items, it allows
unambiguous identification of items and speeds up their flow. In addition, the introduction
of barcode technology could lead to a reduction in the level of errors when working in
the warehouse. The transition from the old system to the barcode system can be achieved
through positive effects, and this was proven through the integrated model in this paper.

The one of limitations of the developed approach was the complex mathematical
process for computing criteria weights. The increase in the number of input parameters
in the research further complicated the application of this approach. Such a limitation
can be eliminated by creating a software solution that is user-oriented and that allows a
wider application of the presented approach for solving problems in practice. Through
the computation in this study, the authors developed a software solution based on the
application of MATLAB and Microsoft Excel software packages.

By using this approach, it is possible to easily evaluate logistics processes that have a
significant impact on the efficiency of an entire supply chain. The SWOT-FUCOM-G model,
with minor modifications, can also be used to analyze other business processes. It is also
applicable in evaluation processes in other areas such as human-resource management [58],
marketing [59], and railway lines [60], and it may be particularly suitable for manufacturing
companies [61]. The flexibility of the model is reflected in the possibility of integrating
other methods of multicriteria decision making that will enable the evaluation of proposed
strategies and the selection of the optimum one, which will certainly be considered in future
research. In addition, further research related to this paper can refer to the application of
other theories of uncertainty in the proposed model.
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Appendix A

The symbols used in this paper, their notations, and their respective values are pro-
vided in Table A1 for clarity.

Table A1. Symbols and semantics.

Symbol Meaning

HM(k) Hamy operator
GNHM(k) Grey number Hamy operator
⊗Υi Grey number
m Number of experts
C Set of criteria
⊗$e

Cj(k)
Importance of criterion j on kth rank

⊗ϕ(e)
k/(k+1)

Grey comparative importance of criteria on kth rank
determined by eth expert

Φ(e) Vector of comparative importance determined by eth expert
⊗wj Grey weight coefficients of criteria
χ A deviation from full consistency
Sj Strength factors
Wj Weaknesses factors
Oj Opportunities factors
Tj Threats factors

Appendix B

Proof. Based on the operations with RN:

k

∏
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⊗Υij =
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∏
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∏
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In addition, since:

0 ≤ 1(
n
k

) ∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤n

(
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)1/k
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then

 1(
n
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n
k
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(
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Υij

)1/k
 represents GN, so

Theorem 1 has been proved. �
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